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What is the HCBS Rule?
Independent•Integrated•Individual
• Home and Community-Based Services should:
•
•

•
•
•

Protect people’s rights
Take place in an integrated setting
Give people access to their community
Focus on what people’s goals are, what is important to
them and what is important for them
Provide people with meaningful choices
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HCBS Settings Requirements

(1)
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HCBS Settings Requirements
• The setting is integrated in and supports full access
to the greater community
•
•
•
•

Includes opportunities to seek employment and work in
competitive integrated settings
Engage in community life
Control personal resources
Receive services in the community

• The setting is selected by the person from options
which include non-disability specific settings (2)
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HCBS Settings Requirements
• Ensures a person’s rights of privacy, dignity, respect
and freedom from coercion and restraint
• Optimizes, but does not regiment, individual
initiative, autonomy and independence in making
life choices
• Facilitates individual choice regarding services and
supports, and who provides them (3)
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HCBS Settings Requirements: Residential
• People must have a lease
• Person has privacy in their sleeping/living unit
•
•
•

Lockable by the person
Choice of roommate
Freedom to furnish or decorate

• People must have a key to or way to lock to their home
and room
•

•
•
•
•

Only appropriate staff have the same key (not all)

People must have access to food at all times
People must be able to have visitors at any time
The setting is physically accessible to the person
People have the freedom and support to control own
schedules and activities (4)
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HCBS Settings Requirements
• CMS has specified settings that are not Home and
Community-Based (5):
•
•
•
•
•

A nursing home
An Institution for Mental Diseases (IMD)
An Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with
Intellectual Disabilities (ICF/IID)
A hospital
Other locations that have qualities of an institutional
setting
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HCBS Settings Requirements
• Settings that have qualities of an institution (6):
•

•

•

Any setting that is located in a building that is also a
publicly or privately operated facility that provides
inpatient institutional treatment
Any setting in a building on the grounds of, or
immediately adjacent to, a public institution*
Or any other setting that has the effect of isolating
individuals receiving home and community-based
services from the broader community

* A public institution is defined as an inpatient facility that is financed and operated by a
county, state, municipality or other unit of government (7)
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HCB Settings Quality Review to Heightened Scrutiny
• What is required:
•
•

The state must identify settings that are “presumed to
have the qualities of an institution” (8)
Three categories of settings:
•

•
•

•

Category I: Any setting that is located in a building that is also a
publicly or privately operated facility that provides inpatient
institutional treatment
Category II: Any setting in a building on the grounds of, or
immediately adjacent to, a public institution
Category III: Any setting that has the effect of isolating
individuals receiving home and community-based services from
the broader community

The state must gather evidence to determine if the
setting can overcome the institutional presumption and
is, or can be, home and community-based
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process:
SCDDSN Settings
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Review team members and roles:
•

Designated SCDHHS staff and SCDDSN staff
•
•

•

Quality improvement organization (QIO) staff
•
•

•

Specific staff designated to review each setting’s data
Make determination on each setting to submit to CMS or
remove setting from system
Will conduct interviews of residents/participants in Category 2
settings and Category 3 settings
Used to gather settings’ data on site

Stakeholder Advisory Committee
•
•

Comprising self-advocates, advocates and providers
Will be trained and used as needed to review settings in dispute
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 1: Identify settings
•
•

No Category I settings
Category II: 10 settings
•

•

Settings next to ICF/IIDs

Category III: 117 settings
•

Determined based on following criteria using CMS guidance (9):
•

•
•
•

Setting is a Community Residential Care Facility (CRCF) that was
formerly an Intermediate Care Facility for Individuals with
Intellectual Disabilities (ICF/IID), and is physically located next to
another CRCF that was also formerly an ICF/IID
Setting is a HUD 811 apartment complex
Setting has a locked fence around the property
Three or more HCBS settings clustered together operated by the
same provider
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 1: Identify settings, continued
•

Category III, continued:
•

Based on settings’ Compliance Action Plan (CAP) quality and
robustness, this group will be sorted into two sub-groups:
•
•

•

Settings that can fully implement all of its HCBS remediation steps
to comply with HCBS regulatory criteria by July 1, 2020
Settings that can fully implement all of its HCBS remediation steps
to comply with HCBS regulatory criteria, but will not be able to do
so by July 1, 2020

These two sub-groups delineated per CMS Guidance (10)
•

See Question and Answer 4, page 2 of document
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 2: Develop rubric to review settings
•
•
•

Will guide data gathering
Will be pilot tested with SCDHHS/SCDDSN review team
members
Will be revised as needed after pilot

• Step 3: Revise Residential Observation Tool and Day
Observation Tool for participant interviews
•

Training provided to interviewers to ensure quality data
collection
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 4: Provider communication
•

Letters/email sent to all providers with settings going
through process
•
•
•
•

Every setting of that provider that is impacted will be identified
Provide information on process
Provide information on continued setting remediation,
preparation for process
Share prepared presentation providers can show the
residents/participants of the affected settings and their families
to explain process
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 5: Participant/resident communication
•

Letters sent to all participants/residents who live/work in
affected settings
•
•
•

•

•

Will be sent before interviewers come
Let them know we want their honest feedback
Interviewing is voluntary
Let them know about presentation their provider can share or
how they can access on their own

We will seek to interview a certain percentage and/or
number of participants/residents for each setting
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 6: Begin data collection and setting review
• Category 2 settings:
•

Compile documentation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

PCG Assessment
Photographs
HCBS CAP
Current day/residential observation (participant interviews)
Recent Alliant review
Any documentation demonstrating participant/resident has
access to and is integrated into community, supported
consistent with person-centered plan
•

Provider supplies this
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Category 2 settings (cont’d):
•

Desk review of documentation by SCDHHS and SCDDSN
team
•

If no site visit done, determine if needed based on
documentation
•
•

•

If yes, no decision until site visit complete
If no, continue with review

Utilize rubric to determine if setting overcomes presumed
institutional nature and currently is or can be compliant with
HCBS requirements
•
•

If yes, submit to CMS for heightened scrutiny review
If no, two options:
 Needs further remediation? If so, complete and resubmit
 Setting cannot overcome institutional qualities; will be
removed from system
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Category 3 settings:
•
•

Reviewed based on sub-group (previous slide)
Compile documentation:
•
•
•

•
•
•

PCG Assessment
Photographs
HCBS CAP
Current day/residential observation (participant interviews)
Recent Alliant review and/or information gathered from onsite
technical assistance for CAP completion
Any documentation demonstrating participant/resident has
access to and is integrated into community, supported
consistent with person-centered plan
•

Provider supplies this
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Category 3 settings (cont’d):
•

Desk review of documentation by SCDHHS and SCDDSN
team
•

Utilize rubric to determine if setting overcomes presumed
institutional nature and currently is or can be compliant with
HCBS requirements
•
•

If yes, submit to CMS for heightened scrutiny review in accordance
with new guidance (11)
If no, two options:
 Needs further remediation? If so, complete and resubmit
 Setting cannot overcome institutional qualities; will be
removed from system
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HCB Settings Quality Review Process
• Step 7: Communication of outcomes to
participants/residents and providers
•

If setting to be submitted to CMS for heightened scrutiny
•
•
•

•

Information about the process
Required public notice, timelines
Opportunity again to include their feedback

If setting will be removed as a waiver setting
•
•
•

Information about process
Need to transition to a new setting
Choices available
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Feedback
• Open to comments on any part of process
• NOTE: Step 1, identification of settings
•
•

Defined by the state
If you have settings you want us to consider, please let us
know

• Feedback on all other parts of process
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Feedback
• Send feedback on this process:
•
•
•

Right now!
Via email: kelly.Eifert@scdhhs.gov
Via the SCDHHS HCBS website – Comments page:
https://msp.scdhhs.gov/hcbs/webform/comments-questions

•

Via mail to:
South Carolina Department of Health and Human Services:
ATTN: Kelly Eifert, 7th floor
P.O. Box 8206
Columbia, SC 29202-8206

• All comments/feedback due June 28, 2019
• Process will be revised as appropriate
• Revised and final process will be shared with you
again
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Comments or Questions?
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For Additional Information

Kelly Eifert, Ph.D
Kelly.Eifert@scdhhs.gov

SCDHHS HCBS Website:
https://msp.scdhhs.gov/hcbs/
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